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ECU Remapping Franchise / Business

ECU Remapping - Less fuel more power... Say GCL Tuning

Oct. 18, 2009 - PRLog -- GCL Tuning ECU Remapping 

Join our Team... 

Kick Start you remapping business with GCL Tuning 

GCL Tuning are looking for remapping dealers accross the UK to provide a service to our clients. 

Interested in starting your own business or Growing an existing... We have are one of the largest remapping
networks in the uk offering support training and on site team members.

You will be part of our team we have regular meetings face to face with our clients you will allways get in
touch will one of our team.

Because of the risk and the amount of work involved in starting any new business, many potential small
business owners choose franchising as an alternative to starting a new independent business.

Benefits of Franchising

Research has shown that of all businesses starting today, only 20% will still be trading in 5 years time. With
franchising these figures are reversed.

With franchising you are buying into a business that is already operating. the knowledge we have gained is
passed on as part of the franchise system. It enables you to start your business at a much higher point on the
learning curve.

From time to time you are going to hit problems. we are able to provide you with the necessary technical
support. It is invaluable to be able to talk things through with the support team who may well have dealt
with the same problem in the past.

Starting a new business is never easy, but with good training, technical support, guidence, encouragement
you are far more likely to succeed than if you try and go it alone.

A GCL Tuning franchise is an exciting opportunity for you to join a rapidly growing industry, with an
excellent potential for further growth.

You will be safe in the knowledge that you will be promoting a recognised quality brand, supported by a
vastly experienced technical and marketing team, giving you the best possible opportunity for success.
Become an authorised dealer...

Benifits of a remapping business with GCL Tuning

Authorised Dealers recive
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- Full training at your location

- A full marketing package

- a Full support package
- Genius dimsport Unit for remapping

- Bespoke ecu remapping files

- Warranted files (one of the few that offer this)

- Insurance backed
(one of only 3 in the uk)

   
To become a Dealer simply call our office on 01284 70 66 63 or email us info@gcltuning.co.uk

All packages are made to the induvidual client.

From start to finish your coverd with us ... just let us know what you need and we will arrange a package to
suit you.

-Complete business in a box
-Association with a quality Brand name
-Minimal previous experience required
-Full technical training provided
-Comprehensive technical back-up and support
-Comprehensive operations manual
-Training in Effective Marketing
-National advertising campaigns
-your own company website

We can arrange a rental package for remapping tools subject to status.

   
Become an agent ...

All the benifits of an authorised dealer without the start up cost
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This is a pay as you go service

Our team will work with you to provide a first class service. We will carry out all work from start to finish
on your behalf.

Our software can include all of the following to make you the right choice for your clients...

Our “Warranty” has been designed to ensure that you receive protection against unexpected repair bills.

GCL Tuning provide a software Back up to each remap, Covering you when you need it most GCL Tuning
for clear reasons can not cover any part classed as ware and tear.GCL Tuning can not cover any part due to
abuse or missuse.

- GCL Tuning are one of a handfull that can offer this form and or level of protection

Main Dealer approved remapping form GCL Tuning

Due to GCL Tuning providing a very high standard of protection we are able to work with main dealerships
up and down the UK from Ferrari to Fiat GCL Tuning are providing remapping and other software
applications to main dealers and any other dealers within the motor/motorsport trade.

GCL Tuning TUV approved status

GCL Tuning seek to offer the best back up and service within the remapping trade . GCL Tuning and or its
partners use TUV approved methods and hardware.

GCL Tuning - £1M Insurance backed

this says it all ... Others can offer no level of cover close to this.

Please see Terms for more info.

Contact 

01284 70 66 63 - Info@gcltuning.co.uk - www.gcltuning.co.uk

# # #

Please visit www.gcltuning.co.uk Feel Free to get in touch call our team on 01284 70 66 63 

GCL Tuning are the Regions Largest custom remapping company, offering an unbeatable nationwide
service.
Over 25 years of combined experience and the unique approach applied to each customer means that they
are renowned for the second to none service that they offer.
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Convenient for you

GCL Tuning have sites and partnerships in Bury St Edmunds (Suffolk),Cambridge, Birmingham and
Slough (Berkshire).

An extensive Mobile network of technicians over the UK means that you will benefit from a nationwide
service, allowing your remap to be developed at a place convenient for you.
or...
You may wish to come to one of the sites where there are advanced facilities on offer such as a 2400 BHP
4WD Rolling Road, housed in a temperature controlled dyno cell.

--- End ---
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